
All drivers, even those with street cars, please read this e-mail carefully, especially the last sentence!

Auto Club Speedway does not allow the pumping of high octane gas (which, at the Speedway is either

the 98 unleaded NASCAR blend or 112 leaded) into anything other than a “Real Race Car”, defined as a

factory purpose-built car made exclusively for road racing, that is unregistered (i.e., no license plate and

never registered previously) and has a wide fuel fill opening (i.e., no funnels allowed, no converted street

cars, etc.; standard unleaded fuel fill openings will not work with the Speedway's high octane pumps). In

addition, a form signed under penalty of perjury, attesting to the fact that you will only use the fuel in a

Real Race Car, must be presented for each purchase of high octane fuel from the Speedway gas station.

Since this is difficult to deal with for many drivers, we have therefore arranged for an easier, safe and

likely less expensive solution that will also benefit those whose cars run on 91 unleaded.

Trackside Racing Supplies has once again agreed to be an outside fuel vendor for us at the Festival.

They will provide 100 octane (2 octane more than the Speedway's gas) unleaded fuel that is compliant

with state law (like the fuel sold at Willow, Buttonwillow, Chuckwalla, etc.) so that drivers of any car may

purchase from them, and have the gas pumped directly into their car regardless of fill opening size or

anything else. They are also willing to provide 91 octane, likely for a lower price than the Speedway upon

request in advance. We are lucky to have them so please, all drivers seeking high octane or pump gas,

even those who have Real Race Cars that could purchase fuel from the Speedway, please consider

using Trackside. Prices are expected the same or less than the Speedway's fuel prices (91 unleaded will

be sold at a premium to outside gas station prices, but likely for less than the Speedway's price, and

unlike buying fuel from the Speedway, you support one of our vendors by purchasing from Trackside).

To purchase fuel from Trackside you MUST contact them in advance by e-mailing

kevinhocking@yahoo.com to let them know your approximate fuel needs (number of gallons needed

during the weekend and octane requirement). Please take care of this ASAP!
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